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FASHION STYLIST INSTITUTE 

MASTER LEVEL TRAINING 

Learning how to distinguish your brand and business in a competitive market such 
as fashion consulting is a must for working consultants today. We train from 
experience and all our knowledge comes from being successful business owners 
ourselves. We understand the challenges and personal stresses that creating and 
running a business of your own can mean. Therefore, we started training at the 
Master Level, so our grads had a place to go to flesh out their challenges, get advice, 
learn new skills and to build their businesses bigger and better.  

Training at this level becomes about you and the work you do. Whether you need 
to learn to be more intimate with clients in consult or you need to understand the 
“consulting” part of image consulting, or you just need solid marketing skills, these 
sessions are tailor made for you. 

At the Master Level training incoming students are required to have the following 
prior to enrollment: 

1. Professional Certification as an image, style or fashion professional 
2. In business for at least one year, with paying clients 
3. Working website and social media program 
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Choosing Master Training allows the consultant to refine their existing business and 
addresses the issues that arise from running a successful image consulting firm. 
Topics are chosen in advance during the consultant/ trainer interview. This custom 
training is then directed at the issues that face YOU as a consultant. For example: 
you may be having a difficult time gaining the confidence to market and promote 
yourself.  Your in-person training would then be focused on role playing, methods, 
activities and confidence building training.  

Choose a month and week in the online form prior to check out. You will see our 
scheduled course dates on the application form. Once your deposit is received you 
will be in immediate contact with a counselor/trainer to set up the modules for 
your individual training day. If you think you require more than one day to train at 
the Master level, then choose the 2-day option at checkout. 

Deposits are non-refundable. A deposit ensures that you will be attending class in-
person and that a seat is reserved for you and a dedicated instructor is ready to 
train with you. Deposit credits* can be applied to a future training date.  

*details included in course packet. 

If you need continuing education units these are available. If you need AICI CEU’s 
you must get written approval at least 30 days prior to course start. Further details 
about the process will be given to you in the info packet after deposit purchase. 

The following is a partial list of workshops for Master Level training. This list is not 

our entire menu of courses but will give you an idea of the training available. 

Curriculum for each module is included in your introductory packet sent after 

deposit receipt. 

Image Consulting: The Business Side = 2 hours 
Learn the practical side of freelancing and entrepreneurship to develop business 
skills. Understand how to set up and market your own business, attract new clients 
and keep existing ones. Discover the benefits of strategic partners including salons, 
boutiques and social influencers. Class projects and role-playing emphasizes client 
service.  
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Styling for Advertising & the Media = 2 hours 
The basics of styling for TV and print advertising and video shoots, 
large and small. Learn how to shop, work with costume designers, 
and choose models. Hands-on workshop includes photo shoot and 
portfolio-quality tear sheet to add to your Look Book.  
 
Fit Fundamentals = 3 hours 

Learn professional fitting techniques to make your clients 
look great on film or camera. This workshop covers 
pinning for fit, taping hems, keeping plunging necklines 
in place, using clips, and more. Work hands-on to solve 
styling challenges. Participants need a basic styling kit: 
safety pins, topstick, stitch witchery, scissors, double-
sided masking tape, clips or clamps.  
 

Advanced Tricks of the Trade: Pinning, Taping, and Clothing 
Care = 3 hours 
This advanced, hands-on course for those with professional 
wardrobing and styling experience reveals the tricks of the 
trade of stylists and wardrobe coordinators in pinning, taping, 
and clothing care. Learn master-level ironing and steaming 
iron maintenance, practice professional pinning techniques, 
and trade secrets for stain removal, taping, and building a 
styling kit. Bring a tape measure, press cloth and men’s cotton 
dress shirt.  

 
Advanced Secrets for Styling = 2 hours 
Develop your professional techniques utilized by stylists, 
costumers, merchandisers and wardrobe personnel to 
coordinate clothing, shoes, and accessories. Learn the 
importance and art of true color identification and matching. 
Bring a Wheelco Color Wheel. 
 
Smile for the Camera: Media Makeup = 6 hours 
Add the art of make up for media events and on camera functions to your arsenal 
of services. Learn the dos and don’ts of makeup for the media. This hands-on 
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course shows which colors are camera-friendly, the foundations that look natural 
under hot lights, and how makeup is applied for television and film. Optional: bring 
your professional makeup kits. 
 
Understanding “consulting” = 4 hours 
You already know the “image” part of your business but what 
about the supportive skills of consulting? Learn how to listen, 
how to read a client’s body language, how to understand her 
needs and to respond in an elegant and useful fashion to help 
her become confident and strong in her appearance and spirit. 
We focus on the client relationship, the consultant’s relationship 
to knowledge and to self. 

 

You Are Your Best Advertising: Personal Presentation = 3 hours 
Learn how to market yourself and your skills to initiate and maintain 
client relationships. Upgrade your personal presentations for CEOs, 
celebrities, or entrepreneurs. Through practice 
sessions, explore selling, pitching, and delivering. 
Dress code required. 
 

Using Croquis to Illustrate Your Style Points = 2 hours 
Using Fashion Sketchbook learn to quickly sketch your ideas and 
suggestions for client style using fashion design illustration croquis 
(a rough drawing or sketch).  Male and female croquis will be 
reviewed. Bring set of colored and lead pencils. 
 

Fashionspeak 101 = 2 hours 
The right vocabulary instantly establishes 
credibility and professionalism in the fashion 
industry. Learn “fashionspeak” so that you can describe trends, 
garments and silhouettes, details and production techniques to 
get what you want. Ideal for fashion, media, or finance 
individuals who need to learn fashion lingo. A must for stylists 
working in the fashion, T.V. and celebrity arenas.  
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OTHER SESSION TOPICS: How to Market Your Styling Skills, How to Add Online 
Styling Work, Creating Your Own YouTube Channel, Home Office, Shared Space or 
Private Office? The Plus Size Client, Exploring Alternate Image Consulting Options,  
Should You Add Branding Services? Are You Ready for Business Etiquette? Is Your 
Consulting Style Up to Speed? 
 

If you do not have the drive, passion or enthusiasm 

to achieve a high level of success with us then master 

courses are not for you. If you are ready to explode 

your success and need to move through obstacles (self-

created or otherwise) then you are ready to train with 

FSI. 

LOCATION and REGISTRATION 

Located in the heart of California’s Capital 
city and its Green Belt – our Corporate 
Office Suite provides a comfortable 
setting for learning. Each student will 
have space to work. Drinks are provided 
and there are restaurants nearby.   

 

Once signed up students will receive maps and details about the location parking, 
hotels and dining options. 

 

① A deposit is required at registration, balance due payable prior 

to course start or at the door the day of the course start. 

② All deposits are final, if you must cancel you may do so by 

request 30 days in advance of the course start date however, your 

deposit will be forfeited but can be used as credit for another 

course. We plan space, food, amenities and instructors based on 

attendance and your cancellation impacts these plans therefore we 

encourage you to attend and not risk forfeiting your deposit. 
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③ Please watch your email box for important updates and 

information from us and add our email to your safe senders list 

contact@fashionstylistinstitute.com 

④ We will be sending all attendees a list of instructions for this 

event. You do not have to contact us. We will include hotel 

suggestions but if you want to get a jump start sign on to 

www.AirBNB.com – a San Francisco based booking agency.  

⑤ In the rare event that we need to cancel training - FSI reserves 

the right to cancel, move dates and locations if necessary.  

Participants will be notified as soon as possible if any changes have 

occurred to the participant’s course. 

 

FINE PRINT 

When we receive your deposit, you will be 
contacted by an instructor who will begin 
the planning process with you of 
determining your training sessions. We have 
a robust list of topics at the expert level but 
can also work with you on a specific topic of 
interest and study.  
 
Once registered and deposit paid, an 
information kit will be emailed to you prior 
to the course start. 
 
*$899 for one full day of customized 

training. If you need more time you can opt for two full days by purchasing on line. 
Deposit is required and payment in full by start of training. All credit cards accepted 
including PayPal. No personal checks please. 
 
Our training suite includes a café lounge with drinks included and lunch provided 
so no time is wasted! 
 

mailto:contact@fashionstylistinstitute.com
http://www.airbnb.com/
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GILLIAN ARMOUR, AICI CIP 

Gillian Armour is a Certified Image Professional with the 
Association of Image Consultants International. She is the past 
president and board member (2005-2013) of the San Francisco 
Chapter. She is an award-winning TV presenter, writer and 
published author of over 18 books on image, style, business 
etiquette and fashion.  

Gillian has a passion for helping men and women get a business of their own. As a 
solo-preneur herself, she understands the struggle of opening and building a 
business. In 2010 Gillian founded the ed-tech fashion school Fashion Stylist 
Institute located in Sacramento, California.  To date FSI has trained over 3000 
students who are now consulting around the globe. 

FSI’s mission statement: 

We are committed to providing basic through advanced professional training and high-
quality educational programs both online and at our physical campus in Sacramento 
(the Capital of California). 

We are committed to providing our graduates with the precise materials and tools 
they will need to grow their independent businesses so that they can achieve their 
career goals swiftly and confidently. 

We are committed to helping each individual craft a powerful and unique personal 
style and brand. 

  

Still have questions? Call FSI Toll Free 888.886.3126 
 

 

If you are ready to become the leading image or style 

consultant in your city or state, then we are ready 

to help you get there. 

 


